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Abstract

The world is changing at an ever-increasing rate, where old rules are challenged by both cultural 
evolution and technological advances. Same as other sectors, the new norms will reshape the 
knowledge industry. 

On the societal side, attitudes to working life have changed enormously. Employment as a formalized 
long-term employer-employee relationship is now facing the gig economy, where employees opt out 
of long commitments to a single company in favor of flexibility. This phenomenon is not limited to 
low-skill industries but increasingly applies to the knowledge industry, especially those at the forefront 
of the tech revolution - the engineers, designers, and developers. Nowhere is this step-change more 
apparent than in Information Technology. In this market, a dramatic increase in demand for talent 
coincide with the shortage of 85.2 million technology experts by 2030.1 Already 64% of IT directors 
surveyed cite the talent gap as the most significant obstacle to implementing new technologies. 
Today, technology experts have the upper hand in selecting the best offers and more balanced 
working patterns.

The last three years also saw a surge in new business 
models that, correspond with technology experts' 
desire to make a living on their own terms. 

The promise of Web3  is to empower users with control over their work and allow them to self-organize 
within a network. Wennect will address these trends head-on. Wennect is a Web3, community-owned 
platform which offers a verified and scalable pool of IT talents for companies – while giving ownership 
to the community. By leveraging blockchain technology and smart contracting, Wennect will eliminate 
the inefficient search and contracting phases with our algorithmic matching and robust engagement 
model. Growth and scalability will be enabled by automation and the ease of adding additional 
partners, talents, and customers to our Web3 platform.

In this document, you will learn about:

• Dominating IT market trends

• Challenges faced by companies and employees

• Innovations that allow solving existing problems

• How Wennect will fill the gap in the market

• How you can co-create a project and gain profits
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1. How the world 
works now

1.1  The tech experts shortage

Tech experts are people with high technical skills necessary to carry out a company’s IT development 
and digital transformation. One of the critical problems for the industry is the fact that the IT skills 
shortage globally amounts to 40 million and is expected to reach 85 million by 2030.

IT Skills Shortage, 2021 to 2030:

This shortage of tech talents negatively impacts technological progress and competitiveness, both 
small businesses to tech giants alike. According to the report by Ideamotive: “as many as 64% of IT 
directors see the talent gap as the largest obstacle for the implementation of new technologies [...]. 
Moreover, 75% of them indicate the availability of talents as the main risk factor for the adoption of 
IT automation.”2

The shortage of developers also comes with unprecedented declines in employee loyalty. The 
pandemic accelerated a trend that has been going on for two decades - frequent “job hopping” 
of younger generations. As pay, work-life balance, and job fulfillment expectations reach new lows 
companies must rebuild employee commitment. Increased desire to be an independent business 
owner is further evidence that the world of work is changing.
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Paradoxically, more job opportunities further deepen 
the shortage of tech experts and decrease their 
loyalty to employers.

IT Outsourcing industry promised to fill this gap. However, Traditional IT outsourcing agencies offer 
limited agility, transparency, and a lack of incentives and rewards to attract and retain top experts. 
They work according to the old model that puts business needs ahead of the well-being and self-
esteem of the talents. These businesses function as sales-driven, as opposed to community-driven, 
organizations. In this context, tech experts only build value for themselves in monetary terms. As 
creators, programmers strive for a structure that allows them to take ownership and be recognized for 
their crucial role in the development of businesses. Therefore, the old model needs to fit their needs 
and expectations. 

1.2  Talent pool in CEE & remote work 

Globally, IT outsourcing is a market is estimated to be worth $397 billion by 20253. Central and Eastern 
Europe have been a happy hunting ground for companies looking for these services. The region has 
become the subject of numerous analyses related to IT outsourcing based on data from 20 sources, 
including reports and surveys by McKinsey, Deloitte, and Bloomberg.

Number of software development companies in Eastern Europe, by size:

Source: www.elinext.com
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1 millon 
Developers in CEE

Best talent is based in CEE  
Poland, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Hungary are ranked in top 10 countries with 
best developers in the world 

The entire CEE region has emerged as a tech hotbed – with over 1 million tech experts available in 
the region and a growing influx of graduates emerging from IT-related universities.

The analysis also notes that software development in Eastern Europe is around 50% cheaper compared 
to the USA, and around 40% cheaper than in Western Europe – tech talent rates in Poland range 
between USD 38-75 per hour. 4 Thus, CEE developers are a talent pool that can fill the gap in other 
markets. According to the Top IT outsourcing destinations of Eastern Europe market report by N-iX, 
the differences between local talents (onshore) and nearshore/offshore experts has reduced greatly 
due to remote work during the pandemic: “the focus is now shifting towards a talented workforce, 
regardless of their location”5 . This means that the location of the talent is less vital, and does not limit 
the growth of businesses.

The future of work is remote
 
The IT sector was already ahead of the curve when it came to remote work. A recent survey found that 
more than 60% of developers already work fully remotely, and increasingly report an unwillingness to 
commute for work.6

By understanding what workers love (and hate) about remote work and how the experience varies 
across populations, companies can create environments that improve not only productivity but also 
employee well-being.

1.3  Traditional business transformation to Web3

Web 2.0 has seen widespread adoption of the so-called ‘gig economy’ marketplaces, such as Upwork, 
Fiverr, Toptal, Doordashand many others. In a nutshell, a talent marketplace is a technology-enabled 
platform that connects employees with organizations offering short tomedium-term opportunities.

Many workers joined talent platforms hoping to gain work flexibility and autonomy. It is estimated that 
up to 36 million Europeans have participated in some form of gig work.7

However, traditional exploitative dynamics persist when marketplaces lack transparency and talent 
lacks ownership of the platform. Companies are charged high mark-ups and fees, while experts earn 
little more or less than the average wage.

Web3 is the next stage of evolution for the World Wide Web, based on blockchain technology and 
centered around the core concepts of openness, and ubiquitous connectivity. With Web3 and its 
user-owned structures, experts can take ownership of their work while building value for themselves. 
Companies gain access to engaged and motivated experts, that is best suited to their needs.
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2. Introducing 
Wennect

Wennect represents the next incarnation of a expert marketplace - 
one that embodies the ownership economy in Web3.

  
Enabled by tokenization, Wennect will provide a transparent environment with a governance 
mechanism that strives to ensure that incentives for both talents and clients are in line.

Wennect's model is based upon a strong community of tech experts (having already an established 
pool of thousands of vetted experts) and an efficient operating model that ensures optimal matching 
to clients' projects while removing administrative barriers on both ends. In addition, the WNCT utility 
token aligns the incentives between the platform and the community, allowing experts to work for the 
platform's good and build value for themselves simultaneously.

2.1.  Operating the platform

The blockchain technology enables the creation of Web3 ecosystems, in which users have a 
real impact on the governing of the platform. In Wennect, users holding WNCT utility tokens 
can impact the decision-making processes related to the platform’s development via a voting 
procedure. Wennect rejects the obsolete online business model and proposes a community-driven,  
distributed service.

 
 

The most important features of the Wennect platform:
 

• Transparency. Settlements are based on clear and transparent principles. Companies will avoid 
unexpected costs since the service fee will be pre-determined and fixed, while talents will earn 
fair remuneration. The Wennect platform discards commissions charged by intermediates, i.e., 
obsolete authoritarian platforms.

• Scalability. Every expert can refer to other experts and companies, thus growing the network.

• Loyalty. Wennect offers the right environment, incentives, and a sense of fulfillment to regain 
talents’ loyalty and commitment to the projects they are working for.

• Quality. Wennect creates a bridge between technically gifted talents and businesses. Clients 
are granted a quality guarantee through the optimal matching of experts to particular projects.

• Reliability. Remunerations are secured and talents get their earnings in a timely manner.
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The Wennect platform

Wennect is part of the emerging Web3 economy, achieving a truly effective system by leveraging 
blockchain and cryptography. It is a response to the trends mentioned above in digital transformation, 
remote work, freelancing, and IT outsourcing trends.

The platform operates as follows: 
 

2.2.  Tech experts 

Without skilled experts, the implementation of technologically innovative projects would be 
impossible. Wennect is a platform created with tech experts and entrepreneurs in mind, who, while 
being able to work remotely, will acquire work in the form of B2B contracts. Settlements with experts 
are made based on transparent and fair principles.
 
The expert’s journey: 

The Wennect platform brings about numerous benefits for freelancers, mainly: 

• Projects matched with competencies and aspirations

• Guarantee of timely payment

• Zero fees = higher earnings
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• Token rewards for helping the community to grow

• Impact on the future of the platform via voting rights 

Wennect redefines remote work. It provides access to an attractive labor market, and access to like-
minded individuals to exchange knowledge and experience while preserving independence. Thanks 
to Wennect, tech experts gain a sense of belonging and flexibility.

2.3.  Companies
 

The platform operation diagram in relation to clients is as follows:

On the other hand, comanies will gain access to talents in a simple and efficient manner, without 
substantial administrative costs. Our analysis shows that the Wennect platform will attract the 
greatest interest in industries that are highly tech- enabled, such as finance and banking, insurance, 
and e-commerce.

 

2.4.  Scaling the community exponentially

Wennect is all about building a community. The scalability of the platform creates opportunities for its 
continued growth. The goal is always the same – to create an efficient marketplace that brings a new 
equilibrium between experts and companies. The Wennect platform is designed to engage as many 
contributors as possible and to grow the community. Connectors can be, among others, IT staffing 
agencies, software houses, or recruitment agencies that share our values and philosophy. Bringing 
talents together as one joint community is a win-win situation.

The Connector’s journey:
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Connectors as growth drivers

 
Connector expansion offers a huge opportunity as a force multiplier for the platform. New Connectors 
not only drastically increase the liquidity of jobs and talent, but also funnel their Gross Service Value 
through the platform. As new Connectors from all around the world are emerging, they will have 
tremendous ability to amplify their own brand and add new clients. Clients and alents brought by 
Connectors are linked forever: - for every dollar earned, Connectors will earn too.

2.5. Wennect Referral Program

 
Wennect is all about building a community, therefore the platform has been designed in such a 
way as to incentivize the users to participate. The token-driven model is crucial to the platform’s 
success – allowing the Community to get a share from the value they create. Through the Referral  
Program Wennect users are rewarded with tokens for engaging with the platform and helping it grow. 
Actions that bring rewards include bringing new clients and experts to the platform and vetting the 
new experts. Thus, the platform grows through the efforts of the community, and to their benefit.  
This enables Wennect to scale at a rapid pace assuring growth with community members.

3. Wennect  
Tokenomy

3.1  Technology

WNCT utility tokens adhere to the Ethereum blockchain ERC-20 protocol (Ethereum Request for 
Comments). The smart contract, on which WNCT will be based, is open-source and may be verified 
on Github. WNCT utility tokens will be governed by smart contracts.

51%  
Tokens to community

Blockchain-based tokens will incentivise 
people to get involved in the most crucial 
aspects of platform development - bringing 
more talents and clients, and building a 
community.
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3.2  WNTC utility tokens

51% Community Tokens will be distributed in accordance with incentive 
programs and prizes for the community, including Wennect 
Referral Program. Unlocked at network launch.

19% Token Purchasers  Strategic partners who can help scale and accelerate 
enterprise client growth. Subject to a 3-year lock-up and an 
18-month cliff, after which there will be a monthly release.

15% Contributors Wennect Team, advisors, and partners engaged in the project. 
Subject to a 4 -year release schedule and an 18-month cliff, 
followed by a monthly release.

10% Partnerships  External partners that bring clients or talents like job boards, 
media, and influencers who can help scale and accelerate 
Wennect growth. Subject to a 2-year release schedule and 12 
months cliff, after which there will be a monthly release.

5% Public Sale  Release in monthly cycles for three or six months.
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Wennect will grant the following token rewards for Community members:

• Reward for 100% completing expert profile + positive vetting

• Reward for inviting new vetted experts through the referral program 

• Reward for inviting a new company through the referral program 

• Reward for attending interview with a company

• Reward for winning job offer application

• Reward for loyal work for Wennect clients 
 
 
In addition, Wennect provides several token utilities for token holders designed to enable self-
development, education, and integration within the community. The utilities include access to courses 
on technology, Web3, and other IT industry topics in Wennect Academy and invitations to community 
events, conferences, workshops, and meet-ups.

Voting

As Wennect strives to build the best community and the most advanced platform in the world, 
listening to its members is one of the keys to success. Voting allows the community to be vocal 
when making decisions related to the development of the platform from the business and functional 
perspective. The voting takes place via the snapshot.org platform, where a so-called snapshot of the 
state of the user’s ownership of tokens is taken. To cast their vote, users do not have to make any 

transaction – a signature with the key to a given address is sufficient.

Wennect Flywheel

Wennect’s business model is based on an incremental flow of value represented by WNCT tokens. 
The model captures the value generated by Wennect services to support healthy token circulation. 
In addition, the model provides the growth engine for the system and shapes increasing demand for 
WNCT as more clients join the Wennect network. 
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The entire cycle is presented below in the form of a flywheel showing the ever-growing demand 
for tokens:

 
 

Initially, Wennect rewards its community for various activities on the Wennect Platform. WNCT token 
rewards focus on special perks and voting rights, but also can be released to the market.

To secure tokens price, Wennect covers part of the fees collected from their Clients to the tokens. In 
this cycle, Connectors constantly demand WNCT tokens, as this is the main requirement to access the 
Wennect Platform’s utilities. WNCT received from Connectors does not return to the market at any 
point, meaning less supply and higher value. More Clients generate more demand for WNCT tokens, 
linking the tokenomics with the business model. 
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 3.3 Flow of tokens 
 
Tokens ecosystem according to the chart below: 
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4. Competitive  
advantages -  
why Wennect

4.1  Unique but market-proven business model

The business model of Wennect focuses on exceptional quality, generating cost savings for its 
clients and streamlining the process in 3 key ways:

• Reducing costs.

• Reducing the average time to hire.

• Increasing the successful hire rate.

The founding team’s experience in IT outsourcing projects, business background, and technological 
capabilities allow Wennect to create the first service of this type in Europe. No other platform like 
Wennect exists in the European market. Various outsourcing companies (e.g., Toptal and Upwork) are 
active in Europe but follow a traditional, centralized model. Tech experts associated with them do not 
have voting rights and are not incentivized by token rewards to contribute to the platforms.

Each tech expert will become a member of the Wennect community and be granted ownership of the 
platform. Wennect remains flexible and actively manages technologies, capabilities, and risks. The 
solid business background and a team of exceptional professionals who have created Wennect play 
a crucial role in building our reputation and ensuring long-term business success.
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4.2  The value proposition to companies

• Cost savings. Clients save hundreds of thousands of dollars in fees and administrative costs. 
Our analysis shows that software development in Eastern Europe is around 50% cheaper 
compared to the USA and around 40% cheaper than in Western Europe – tech expert rates in 
Poland range between USD 38-75 per hour. Thus, CEE developers are a talent pool that can fill 
the gap in other markets.

• The quality! Wennect approves only the top 3% of the experts that apply to join the community, 
which assures working with competent and committed professionals.

• Faster time to hire. Wennect shortens the average time to hire from 3 months to 3 weeks. After 
aligning with the client, Wennect takes responsibility for recruitment and selects the best talent 
for a given task. 

• Lightning-fast reaction. Contrary to classic services, Web3 services allow for unprecedented 
optimization and automation of processes. As a result, the clients can reach the community in 
a matter of seconds and scale their teams in a flexible and timely manner.

• Full transparency. We strive for transparency, which means we use the best democratic 
practices regarding procedures, corporate governance, and decisions essential for sustainable 
development.

• Increased hire rate. The hire rate from submitted applications is increased from 3% to 30%.

4.3 Value proposition for tech talents

• No fees. The customers pay the fees, and 100% of the invoice goes to the talent.

• Robust, optimized processes - in traditional agencies, applicants must prove their skills for 
each project. On the Wennect platform, the engagement history, the verified track record 
of performed projects, and the number of tokens earned certify a talent’s experience and 
credibility. This reduces the verification effort and improves credibility in addition to the 
matching provided by the algorithm. 

• Access to numerous job offers from all around the world. Initially, the tech experts community 
will be based mainly in Poland but will have excellent access to CEE and US markets.

• Joining a community focused on the growth and development of Wennect, talents will have 
access to exclusive materials, webinars, and events that boost skills and increase competitiveness 
in the market.

• Have an impact on the platform. Wennect talents are not just users. Tokenomy gives the 
experts a sense of ownership - with the voting project, they can voice their opinion on the 
future directions of the platform.
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